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Improves Protocol Execution
Reduces errors by flagging missing 

or incorrect data and providing  

automatic calculations and 

instructional videos, during the 

actual patient visit

Reduces Site Burden
Disburdens sites from having to 

develop paper source and then 

transcribe it into EDC

Eliminates SDV
Captures source and study data 

simultaneously and electronically, 

eliminating the need for SDV

Simplifies Complex Studies
Supports clinician and subject-

completed documents: eCOA and 

site-based ePRO

Integrates with  
Other Systems 
Connects with IWRS, eICF and  

data warehouses to streamline 

process workflows

Improve Protocol Execution by Reducing  
Errors and Site Burden

Clinical Ink’s Lunexis™ platform makes it easy to deploy an integrated, 

convenient eSource solution that provides anytime, anywhere access to 

your study data. We deliver more than fast, clean data — we deliver 

confidence. Not only are your sites and patients assured of an easier 

experience, but you can be certain that your patients are more compliant 

and engaged and that your protocol is executed correctly. Start your  

most complex studies with confidence – implement Lunexis to support 

well-informed, optimal decisions. 

With agile processes and technology, Lunexis delivers a clearer view of your 

data. Overcome the challenges of conventional data capture technologies 

with configurable, clinical modules including ePRO, eCOA, and eConsent 

solutions. Expect a better study experience through our experienced project support services and customized 

solutions for specific therapeutic areas, including lupus, GI, CNS, dermatology, oncology, and many others.

From simple to complex, Lunexis is built to meet the demands of your specific protocol with the functionality 

and services that are critical to your study.

Key Benefits
By making clinical research easier for site users, Lunexis improves clinical trial efficiency, quality and safety. 

Designed to work completely offline to directly capture eSource data and documents, Clinical Ink eliminates 

time-consuming manual activities and potential errors that occur with traditional paper. 

“Once we finish  
the patient visit, we’re 
done. There’s no further 
work. Clinical Ink saved  
at least 30% of my time.”

– Donna Straatman,  
RN, BSN, CCRC
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A Closer Look at  

 
Familiar Look & Feel 
Specifically built as a tablet-based application that 

mimics the familiar paper-pen interface, Lunexis 

was designed to look and feel just like familiar 

paper documents. Each eSource form can be fully 

customized and configured according to specific 

study protocols.

Site-Centric Design
Designed to mimic the natural workflow of  

research sites, Clinical Ink maximizes efficiencies, 

quality and speed. Ideal for users with any level  

of research experience, Lunexis guides proper 

protocol execution while automatically validating 

data upon entry.

Convenient Online Training
A convenient web-based training program is 

available anytime and from anywhere. Clinical Ink 

University provides individual training to ensure 

complete familiarity with Lunexis.

Regulatory Compliant
Lunexis ensures ALCOA data and provides sites with a 

complete regulatory-compliant electronic audit trail 

at study close for convenient storage and access.

Add Form  

Allows user to create  

new patient form

Status Buttons 

Display current  

document status;  

complete/partially

Source Icons Indicate  

original source data  

classification (i.e. paper)

Guide Text 

Ensures proper  

protocol execution

Required Fields 

Yellow highlighted  

areas indicate  

required fields;  

conditional logic

Handwritten  

Ink Notes 

Capture ad-hoc notes 

electronically

Jump-To Page  

Navigation 

Ensures proper  

protocol execution

Subject Chart View 

The Subject’s Visit List displays all forms  

currently created for each patient.

Clinical Ink, a global clinical technology company, offers data certainty from source to submission. Our eSource clinical technology 

and configurable ePRO+ and eCOA modules — a suite of solutions for capturing and integrating electronic data from sites, 

clinicians, and patients at its source — naturally enhance your clinical trial workflow by reducing manual labor, providing anytime, 

anywhere data access, and saving resources as your trials progress. Accelerate the completion of key clinical development 

milestones in your study and confidently manage your trial’s critical decisions with our flexible menu of collaborative services, remote 

monitoring support, and a complete, real-time view of your trial.   

Visit Clinicalink.com

For more information or to request a demo 
of Lunexis, contact us today.

https://www.clinicalink.com/contact-us/

